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In this work, we demonstrate the use of a single DNA strand and G-quadruplex-specific dye NMM as a
label-free switch for the construction of series of basic logic gates (YES, NOT, OR, INHIBIT, NOR, AND).
The simple GT-rich sequence could be used to interact with several molecules (K1, thrombin, Hg21, and
Pb21) to form different structures that can be distinguished by the label-free dye NMM. Our study showed
that a single G-qudruplex DNA strand can function as multiple types of one-input and two-input logic gates
with different combinations of input molecules.

D
NA is an information coding polymer. So it is an ideal candidate for information storage1 and molecular
computation2. After the DNA computation was proposed by Adleman in 19943, numerous efforts have
been made to construct DNA logic gates4–7 and computation circuits8–12 through a bottom-up strategy13.

Recently, the study of G-quadruplex-specific dyes with light-up fluorescence14,15 provided a simple, label-free and
cost-effective signal-producing approach to construct DNA-based logic gates12. Our goal here is to show that this
approach can be extended by using a single G-quadruplex DNA strand from creating a single type of logic gate
with two inputs to multiple types of logic gates with different combinations of several input molecules.

G-quadruplexes are unique structures formed by G-rich nucleic acid sequences and based on stacked arrays of
G-quartets connected by Hoogsteen-type base pairing. These structures are further stabilized and recognized by
the presence of monovalent cations (especially K1)16,17 and some biological molecules (such as thrombin)18. N-
methyl mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) is an unsymmetrical anionic porphyrin characterized by a pronounced
structural selectivity for G-quadruplexes but not for duplexes, triplexes, or single-stranded forms. The fluor-
escence of NMM is very weak, but exhibits a dramatic enhancement upon binding to G-quadruplex DNA19. This
behavior is the same as the other quadruplex-specific dyes20. This allows us to utilize NMM as a label-free
fluorescent probe to indicate the formation of G-quadruplex structure and monitor its conformational change.
For implementing the complicated computation circuits and networks, label-free and more modular computa-
tion units are desirable. The formation of G-quadruplex could be not only triggered by many metal ions, some
small molecules and proteins, but also regulated by changes of DNA secondary structure through dsDNA
hybridization and aptamer binding21–26, which could bring various design strategies and indicate a great potential
in label-free DNA computation. As a powerful technical tool in DNA computation, the employment of G-
quadruplex as the logic component might promote the development of DNA computation in a more economical,
versatile and modular way.

Herein, a thymine-rich and guanine-rich DNA oligomer, which could transform to G-quadruplex in the
presence of several molecules, was employed to construct a series of basic logic gates with label-free fluorescent
output. Fig. 1 shows multiple types of label-free fluorescent logic gates based on this single sequence, which could
perform YES, NOT, OR, INHIBIT, NOR and AND logic operations under the action of different inputs.

Results
The system contained a GT-rich ssDNA (GT24) and a G-quadruplex specific fluorescent dye NMM. The
fluorescence intensity of NMM was negligible when the GT24 was in ‘‘loose’’ status; however, in the presence
of K1 or thrombin, GT24 transformed to a rigid G-quadruplex structure, which brought out a significant
fluorescence increase of NMM. As shown in Fig. 2, the fluorescence intensity of NMM-GT24 complex increased
gradually with the increasing concentrations of K1 and thrombin, showing a linear dependence (Fig. S1&S2).
Since G-quadruplex has the characteristic peak near 290 nm in CD spectra, the formation of G-quadruplex was
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further validated by the circular dichroism (Fig. S3)27,28. The fluor-
escence intensity was normalized throughout the experiment, the
background fluorescence signal (NMM-GT24 complex) at 610 nm
was defined as 0.1, signals higher than 10-fold background (.1.0
a.u.) was defined as output "1", otherwise, signals lower than 0.4 a.u.
as output ‘‘0’’.

Based on aforementioned fact, we first designed YES and OR logic
gates which employed NMM and GT24 as components and regarded
K1 and thrombin as inputs (Fig. 3.a). For inputs, the presence of K1

or thrombin was defined as the ‘‘1’’ state. The presence of K1 con-
tributed to the transformation of GT24 from a relaxed state to a taut
state, turning on the fluorescence of NMM from "Off" state (.1.0

a.u., output51), which was defined as the simplest YES logic gate
(Fig. 3.b). In the OR logic operation, the presence of both inputs (1/1)
or the presence of either input (0/1, 1/0) could cause a fluorescence
enhancement in 610 nm (.1.0 a.u., output51); while in the absence
of both inputs (0/0), the system gave a low fluorescence signal due to
the loose state of GT24 (,0.4 a.u., output50) (Fig. 3.c).

In the presence of Hg21, GT24 was transformed from the K1-
activated G-quadruplex into a hairpin structure, due to the formation
of a stable T–Hg–T mismatch29–32. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 4.a
& S4.a, with the increasing concentration of Hg21, the fluorescence of
NMM was restored to the low bulk value due to the release of NMM
from GT24. The disappearing peak in 290 nm in circular dichroism
further validated the deformation of G-quadruplex structure
mediated by Hg21 (Fig. S5). A NOT gate performs logical negation
on its input. In other words, if the input is present, then the output
will be false (‘‘0’’). Similarly, the absence of input results in a true
output(‘‘1’’). The logic of an INHIBIT gate is that the output is ‘‘1’’
only when one particular input is present when the second input is
not present. Established on these properties, this GT24 sequence
with K1 could be used to construct NOT logic gate by using the
addition of Hg21 as the input. And the INHIBIT logic gate was
constructed with GT24 by using the addition of K1/Hg21 as the
inputs (Fig. 5). In the NOT gate, the output is ‘‘1’’ when the input
(Hg21) was ‘‘0’’ (Fig. 5.b). In the INHIBIT gate, the output was ‘‘1’’
only upon the addition of K1 (input51/0), while it was ‘‘0’’ for all
other combination of inputs (0/0, 0/1, 1/1) (Fig. 5.c).

Pb21 competitively binds to the K1-stabilized G-quadruplex to
form more compact DNA fold33,34. As judged by the M2O6 bond
length, O62O6 diagonal distance and inter-tetramer separation,
structure analysis indicated that the divalent Pb21 templates a smaller
G-quadruplex than K1 does35. As a result, the Pb21-stabilized G-
quadruplex prohibits the formation of the complex of G-quadruplex
with NMM36, which resulted in fluorescence decrease (Fig. 4.b). This
enabled us to design a NOR gate, in which Hg21 and Pb21 serve as
inputs, in the initial state, the enhanced fluorescence signal was
observed since NMM bound with the K1-activated G-quadruplex.
In the presence of either or both inputs (0/1, 1/0, 1/1), the signal of
fluorescence decreased significantly (,0.4 a.u., output50), which
was in accord with the proper execution of a NOR logic gate (Fig. 5.d).

Cysteine is a strong Hg21 binder that can withdraw Hg21 ions from
the T2Hg2T complex and sequester Hg21 ions in the form of stable
Hg-Cys complexes37. So we constructed an AND logic gate with Hg21

and GT24 as components and employed K1 and cysteine as inputs.
As shown in Fig. 6.a, initially the sequence held the structure in the T-
Hg-T state, then the cooperative binding of cysteine with Hg21

turned it back into a quadruplex structure with the assistant of
monovalent cation K1, therefore the signal intensity of NMM was
enhanced. Fig. 6b. shows that the enhanced fluorescence intensity
depended on the increasing concentration of Cys. Hence, like in a

Figure 1 | Schematic representation of multiple label-free fluorescent logic gates based on a single G-quadruplex DNA.

Figure 2 | Fluorescence emission spectra of NMM-GT24 complex as a
function of various concentrations of K1(a) and thrombin(b).
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typical AND operation, the output was ‘‘1’’ (enhanced FI.1.0 a.u.)
only when both K1 and cysteine were added into the system
(input51/1), and it was ‘‘0’’ when only one of them or neither was
added (input50/0, 0/1, 1/0; Fig. 6.c).

Discussion
The light-up fluorescence from the interaction between NMM and
G-quadruplex provided a label-free approach to indicate the forma-
tion of G-quadruplex structure and monitor its conformational
change. G-quadruplex-forming sequence is a simple and cost-effec-
tive signal-producing logic component to construct DNA-based
logic gates. The GT-rich sequence GT24 in this study could interact
with several molecules (potassium, thrombin, mercury, lead and
cysteine), which could act as a versatile recognition unit in multiple
types of logic gates with different combinations of several input
molecules as showed. This might be regarded as particular case since
the single GT24 DNA in this study contains only G-rich quadruplex-
forming segments and T-rich Hg21-binding segments, but this tech-
nical report using a single strand could give us a clue that we might
embed multiple aptamer sequences in one DNA strand to undertake
programmable computing tasks. There have been reports on arti-
ficial aptazyme-based riboswitch by inserting more than one RNA
aptamer sequence, which bind specifically to their target ligands, into
the 59UTR of mRNA, making a cell to be the arithmetic unit38.
Aptamers could be modulated by interactions between aptamers
and their targets including various ions, molecules, even cells39–41,
which brings more input elements in DNA computation and indi-
cates the applications of intelligent diagnosis or drug delivery in
biomedicine42–44. The introduction and integrating of aptamer
sequences in DNA computation would make DNA computation in
a more versatile and practical way.

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated that the single
GT-rich DNA sequence can be used as label-free fluorescent
switch by binding with G-quadruplex-specific dye NMM for con-
structing multiple types of DNA logic gates. Our study suggests a

Figure 3 | YES and OR logic gates. (a), Scheme of the allosteric G-quadruplex induced by K1 (10 mM) and thrombin (100 nM). (b), Fluorescence

spectra of the NMM-GT24 complex in the presence or absence of input and the truth table of YES logic gate. (c), Fluorescence spectra of the NMM-GT24

complex in all combinations of two inputs and the truth table of OR logic gate.

Figure 4 | (a), Fluorescent spectra of the NMM-GT24 complex with K1

(10 mM) upon the addition of Hg21 (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0,

3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 mM). (b), Fluorescent spectra of the NMM-GT24

complex with K1 (10 mM) upon the addition of Pb21 (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,

0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 mM).
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Figure 5 | NOT, INHIBIT and NOR logic gates. (a), Graphic illustration of the NMM-GT24 complex with K1 (10 mM) as a switch by employing

Hg21 (10 mM) and Pb21 (10 mM) as inputs. (b), Fluorescence spectra of the NMM-GT24 complex with K1 in the presence or absence of Hg21 and the

truth table of NOT logic gate. (c), Fluorescence spectra of the NMM-GT24 complex in the presence of all input combinations of K1 and Hg21 and the

truth table of INHIBIT logic gate. (d), Fluorescence changes for NMM-GT24 complex with K1 in the presence of all input combinations of Pb21 and Hg21

and the truth table of NOR logic gate.

Figure 6 | AND logic gate. (a), Graphic illustration of AND logic gate switched by K1 and cysteine as two inputs. (b), Fluorescence titration of the

NMM-GT24 complex (with 10 mM K1 and 8 mM Hg21 in solution) in the presence of various concentrations of cysteine (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0,

6.0, 8.0, 10 mM). (c), Fluorescence spectra in the presence of all input combinations and the truth table of AND logic gate.
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strategy that one could insert different aptamer domains into a
single oligonucleotide to undertake more complex computing
functions.

Methods
Materials. Oligonucleotide (GT24: 59-GGGTTTTGGGTTTTGGGTTTTGGG-39)
was purchased from Invitrogen Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). N-
methyl mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) was bought from J&K Scientific Ltd. (Beijing,
China) and other chemicals were of analytical grade purity and purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, U.S.A.). All measurements were performed in 20 mM
Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and pH 7.5. The concentration of GT24 and NMM was
0.5 mM throughout the experiments. Computations for YES, OR logic gates were
completed in 10 min, and for NOT, INHIBIT, NOR each input combination was
incubated for 0.5 h, in the AND logic operation the fluorescence intensity was
recorded after 1.5 h.

Instruments. Ultrapure water from MILLI-Q Synthesis (Millipore Int., Molsheim,
France) source was used throughout the experiments. The concentration of NMM
was measured on a UV-2550 spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Japan). Fluorescence
spectra data were collected with an F-4600 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi
Co. Ltd., Japan) equipped with a Xenon lamp excitation source. Slit widths for the
excitation (the excited wavelength 399 nm) and emission were set at 10 and 10 nm
respectively. CD spectra were measured with a Chirascan dichrograph (Applied
Photophysics Ltd) in 1 cm path length quartz. The scan speed was 50 nm min21 and
bandwidth was 1 nm.
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